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          There was an unspoken option to return to the comparative comfort of 
  Grigor's dasha. It wasn't total perversity which made Michael decide to spend 
  the   night   with   Georgi   Malenski   and   his   family.   It   was,   perhaps,   pushing 
  hospitality to the limit, but there was no argument when it came to finding a 
  few   scraps   of   cloth   to   act   as   blankets   for   the   guests.   Their   bed   was   the 
  ground   and   the   sleeping   arrangements   were   communal.   It   was   an 
    uncomfortable   night   and   sleeping   was   fitful.   On   those   occasions   when 
  Michael   awoke,   he   had   the   impression   that   Georgi   Malenski   was   laying 
  awake and watchful. He wondered if this potential Gog  ever slept and if he 
  did or he didn't, where he found the reserves of energy to sustain the long 
  marches through the wilderness.
        They rose early, stiff and cold, their clothes damp with the mist which 
  rose with the coming of the dawn. Georgi had already left the tent and Elena 
  was   monosyllabic   with   her   responses.   Piotr   eyed   them   solemnly   and   no 
  amount  of   overtures   of   friendship   could   produce   a   response   other   than   a 
  slight smile which quickly faded. 
          Michael and Feodor escaped from the tent. The young Cossack asked 
  bluntly.
        "Tell  me,  brother  Michael,   did   your   grand   plan   produce  the   desired 
  result?"
          "Grand plan?"
        "Yes - whatever you had in mind which was worth nearly freezing to 
  death and leaving us with a legacy of rheumatism!" 
        "If you had frozen to death, the rheumatism wouldn't become a factor 
  to worry about. I thought you Cossacks were supposed to enjoy living rough, 
  and riding wild and free across the steppes!"
          "Only those of us who are mentally disturbed!"
          "You disappoint me, Feodor - where's your romantic streak?"
        "If I had to hazard a guess, frozen solid with my bone marrow!"
        "Cheer up! It was all for a good cause."
        "I hope you'll explain that to me, when I'm able to think straight."
        Their host approached from between the lines of the tents. He nodded 
  a greeting.
        "The   arrangements   for   latrines   are   similar   to   those   adopted   by   the 
  Israelites when they crossed the wilderness - you will find them outside of the 
  camp!"
        It was good to know. Georgi went on.
        "The Lord God imposed obligatory rules of sanitation in those days. He 
  had no wish to lose His chosen people through disease - He had a purpose 
  for them. I sometimes wonder if He has a purpose for us."
          Michael tried to sound noncommittal.
          "Only time will tell."
          "Ezekiel  tells  us that He will  lead  Gog  and his Horde  out of the  far 
  north, so that they will  come upon a peaceful  people  and there meet their 
  end. Ask yourselves this question as you return to your comforts. Would it be 



  better for me to take no precautions and encourage disease to annihilate us 
  here  in   our   wanderings,   rather   than   to  wait  for   our  burial   in   the  Valley   of 
  Gog's Horde?"
          Michael stared into the haggard face.
        "I will ask myself your question, brother Georgi - if you will ask yourself 
  one in return. Why are you so hell bent on identifying yourself as Gog and 
  calling your followers his Horde? There are always alternatives!"  
          "When it came down to the line, brother Michael - did Judas have any 
  option other than to be the Betrayer?"
        "I honestly think he did, brother Georgi. He had other options, he could 
  have been as faithful as the other apostles. It was his choice - he was called 
  to be a blessing, but he elected to follow the alternative path. I will tell you 
  this, brother Georgi. I will never call you Gog - until you start to act like Gog!"
        It was soon time for farewells. Elena and her son took their hands and 
  listened   to  the   words   of  thanks   for   hospitality.   She   watched   them as  they 
  walked between the tent lines, following  her husband. There was so much 
  she   would   have   liked   to   have   responded,   but   it   was   her   place   to   remain 
  silent. Michael ben Levi had not been what she had expected. He was not the 
    arch-enemy of her husband, rather, he had seemed almost friendly,  at the 
  very   least,   compassionate.   The   same   could   have   been   said   for   his 
  companion. More than ever, as she watched them leave, she felt the utter 
  weariness which springs from disillusionment. She was almost tempted to run 
  after them with her son - but it was not her place to run - to escape - her 
  place was to remain with Georgi and to be with him until the end.
        The   visitors   parted   company   with   Malenski   at   the   edge   of   the 
  encampment. Grigor's dasha was a few hundred metres further. Michael was 
  conscious  of  the  cultural  contrast  between  the  two.  On  the  one  hand,  the 
  abject poverty of the refugees and their mounting frustration and desperation 
  - on the other, the quiet comfort of the ancient homestead which had housed  
  Grigor and his ancestors through the peaceful existence of the Kingdom of 
  Peace. 
          Georgi interrupted his thoughts.
        "I will remember our meeting, brother Michael. I will remember that you 
  chose to come to us to share our poverty. I will remember your words, but I 
  think we cannot turn away the fate which awaits both of us. You and I are 
  destined to meet again - if it shall  be on the Plain  of Esdraelon, then, the 
  outcome is foreordained."
        "It   is   only   foreordained,   brother   Georgi   -   if   you   are,   or   if   you   allow 
  yourself to become - Gog!"
        "Go in peace, Michael ben Levi - and you too, Feodor Chernienko."
        "Go in peace, Georgi Malenski."
        They watched him stride back into the lines of tents and disappear.
        "Now,   will   you   be   good   enough   to   tell   me  what   we   gained   by   that 
  meeting."
          "Nothing   tangible   perhaps   -   excepting   your   rheumatism!   Georgi 
  Malenski is now more than a name and we know the relentless pressures he 
  is under. If he becomes Gog, we shall know the reason why. I agree with you, 
  we haven't prevented the movement of his people into Europe, but I think we 
  might   have   altered   the   direction   of   their   thrust.   Georgi   will   remember   our 



  meeting and lead his people into the northern plains - and I suspect, become 
  entangled with opposing groups moving down from Scandia.
        I doubt whether they will appear at the borders of your stewardship - at 
  least,   in   the   short   term.   I   believe   that   we   have   bought   ourselves   time. 
  Eventually,  they will move south, I suppose that it is inevitable  - Gog must 
  become Prince of Rosh and of Meshech and of Tubal and form his alliances 
  with Persia and Egypt and Libya and with Beth Togarmah and Gomer."
          "And then, they will move against Jerusalem!"
        "Yes - Georgi was correct in that. The time will come when Gog and 
  his Horde will come into the Plain of Esdraelon and menace Jerusalem!"
          "And there, you will fight them, Michael!"
          "God will  fight our battle  Feodor. I will  stand  up for my people  long 
  before that moment! I am already standing up for my people - what do you 
  think our sleeping on the frozen ground was all about? What do you think our 
  conversations with Georgi Malenski were about? It was Michael standing up 
  for his people - buying time, allowing the prophecies of the Lord to come to 
  fruition!"
        They   had   reached   the   entrance   of   the   dasha.   Grigor   Suskov   stood 
  waiting.
        "I was concerned - "
          "About our safety, brother Grigor. Georgi was an exemplary host - and 
  we were offered a comfortable bed - one which was as comfortable as his 
  own!"
        Feodor winced at the memory. Grigor continued.
        "What   can   you   tell   me   about   his   intentions   -   as   far   as   we   are 
  concerned, I mean? Will he strip us of all we have?"
        "He will expect you to share what you have as you did during the time 
  of the Kingdom."
          Grigor swallowed.
          "Then, we shall be left with nothing!"
          "Malenski   remembers   the   rules   which   governed   us   for   a   thousand 
  years - we shall all profit from God's benevolence. Even though we may not 
  have   ploughed   and   sown,   wasn't   it   always   the   case   that   all   shared   the 
  harvest?"
          "Who will feed US when everything has been taken?"
          "You will plough and sow again and God will  give you the harvest - 
  which you will share with your guests."
        "Guests!"
        The response was explosive. Feodor stared at their disgruntled host.
        "It was your choice to allow him and his people to cross the Urals."
          Michael corrected him.
        "It was no one's choice  - it was the will  of God. There was nothing 
  which could be done to prevent it!"
        They made their escape from the increasingly gloomy atmosphere of 
  Grigor's   household.   On   their   return   journey   to   the   south-west,   Michael 
  listened in silence to Feodor's wild schemes on how he would combat the 
  influx   of   refugees   if   they   should   dare   to   encroach   upon   his   territory.   He 
  couldn't be stirred by the battle cries. The meeting with Georgi Malenski had 
  left a profound impression in his soul. He tried to analyse it and in the end it 



  came down to one fact - he couldn't hate this man who seemed destined to 
  become Gog despite himself. He knew that in other circumstances, he would 
  have been closer to him than to a brother.
        He  delayed   his  return   to  Jerusalem and  stayed  a   further   night   with 
  Feodor. There was no pressing reason why he should, but he liked his new 
  ally and there was no telling when they would have the opportunity to meet 
  again. Almost inevitably, the conversation turned to the subject of Marcus and 
  his visit with Alexei and Leah.
        "I must say that I wasn't surprised when I heard that they had married."
        Michael eyed his host, whose expression was carefully innocent.
        "I knew that Marcus had the intention of pursuing the matter."
        "It was obvious when they were here - he couldn't keep his eyes off 
  her."
          "You have a romantic soul, Feodor - I'm surprised that you haven't a 
  lady in your life - to act as your hostess."
        Feodor snorted.
        "There are plenty who thought they qualified!"
        "But you have out-manoeuvred them all! No one has ever succeeded in 
  putting the marital bit in your mouth!"
        Feodor leaned back in his chair and grinned.
        "The same can be said for you, brother Michael - you are fancy free - 
  or was Georgi Malenski blowing hot air last evening?"
          "Some are even better qualified to spread rumours, than they are to be 
  your wife, brother Feodor!"
          "There's no smoke without fire."
          "Sometimes, there can be a lot of smoke but only from a little flame."
        "The flame can always be fanned into a blaze!"
        "Not when there's twenty thousand kilometres between the wind and 
  the embers."
        Feodor shook his head in disbelief.
        "I can see that you're in desperate need of someone to organise your 
  love life."
        "I wouldn't waste the energy - it's a lost cause!"
        Feodor looked up at the ceiling and murmured.
        "I thought Administrators were all  powerful. If I was in your shoes, I 
  wouldn't allow twenty thousand kilometres to get in the way of the woman I 
  loved. I'd transfer her to Jerusalem and tell her that she was indispensable - I 
  wouldn't stand any arguments!"
          Michael hooted with laughter.
          "This conversation confirms one  thing, Feodor. You don't know Leah 
  Steinbecker   very   well,   otherwise   you   would   know   that   it   isn't   possible   to 
  stampede her to do something she's made up her mind to oppose." 
          "And I tell you this, Michael - If you want her, you can't afford to be 
  fainthearted, you have to show your determination and use any tactic to clear 
  the obstacles!"
          Michael laughed again, this time it was a little forced.
        "I'm sure you're right, Feodor - I'll think about it."
          Michael  didn't sleep  well  that night, although  it should  have  been  a 
  foregone   conclusion   that  he   would  do   so.  His  bed   was  soft   and  his  room 



  ostentatiously  comfortable.  It  was a dramatic contrast  to  the  conditions  he 
  had experienced only twenty-four hours earlier. He lay awake and stared at 
  the flickering fire shadows on the ceiling and thought of Georgi, Elena and 
  Piotr huddled together on the frozen ground, with their stomachs half-filled 
  with a thin gruel which would have been their only nourishment. He wondered 
  how he could make his advisers and his allies understand the abject privation 
  of those people, or how he could persuade them that Gog HAD to emerge 
  from   out   of   such   misery.   Whoever   was   to   become   Gog,   already   had   the 
  hooks of hunger and privation in his jaws and he was being led to his destiny.
        He was determined to leave early on the following day. As he dressed, 
  he watched Feodor and his men exercising their horses on the wild ground 
  outside of the cultivated gardens around the dasha. He had politely declined 
  the invitation to ride with them. He sensed that Feodor was disappointed, but 
  he   knew   he   was   no   match   for   these   wild   Cossack   horsemen.   Feodor's 
  concept   of   Michael   who   'would   stand   up   for   his   people'   probably   hinged 
  around the vision of a heroic character on a prancing charger. Michael had 
  no desire to leave his new ally with a dented image.
        By the time he was ready to leave for Jerusalem, Feodor had returned. 
  He was glowing with exertion and bubbling  with energy and enthusiasm. It 
  subsided a little when he realised that his guest was waiting to leave. At the 
  base of the ramp leading up into his Shuttle, Feodor impulsively grasped him 
  in a bear hug and kissed him enthusiastically. 
        "Of one thing you can be sure, Michael ben Levi. I will be more than a 
  match   for   Gog   and   his   marauders   if   he   decides   to   come  marching   in   my 
  direction and I know you will back me all the way! Gog might want to become 
  Prince of Rosh, Meshech and Tubal, but he will have to do so over my dead 
  body!"
          Michael   felt   a   tingle   in   his   spine.   Feodor,   in   his   flamboyance,   had 
  probably stated a simple truth. There would be many dead bodies on the way 
  to   the   final   meeting   in   the   place   called   Armageddon.   It   was   a   sobering 
  thought which accompanied him on his solitary journey back to Jerusalem. 
  He was alone  in  the  Shuttle,  but he  was able  to  leave  the  piloting  to  the 
  onboard computer. He set the destination co-ordinates and sat back. There 
  was   no   other   traffic   close   to   him.  He   had   the   sky  and   the   land   below  to 
  himself. His direction was almost due south over the lowlands between the  
  Dneiper and the drained Azov basin. To his right side he could see the sheen 
  of water which was the wide channel of the Dneiper where it emptied into the 
  canal system between the polders which had been reclaimed from the Black 
  Sea.
        So   much   of   the   region's   geography   had   been   changed   during   the 
  thousand   years   when   man   had   put   his   weapons   of   war   to   rest   and   had 
  concentrated  on  the  activities  of peace. He knew the  changes were not a 
  local  phenomenon, it was the same everywhere. Man had toiled under the 
  benevolence of the Kingdom and the guidance of the Kingly-Priests to create 
  an   environment   where   all   could   share   in   the   prosperity.   His   comments  to 
  Grigor had not been designed to provoke anger. Man HAD shared his harvest 
  with all who had a need. There had never been any question of withholding 
  the   providence   of   God   from   another   man.   Georgi   Malenski   was   only 
  reaffirming   the   old   standards,   when   he   demanded   that   the   storehouses 



  should be opened to feed his starving people. 
        The   major   problem   to   be   solved   was   that   the   resources   of   the 
  storehouses were not infinite, there would soon come a time when they would 
  be exhausted. There was another problem, he suspected that not all of the 
  Administrators   shared   his   view.   Some   were   determined   to   hoard   their 
  reserves of food to feed the people of their own regions. It was a policy which 
  had to create two classes - the haves and the have nots - and it would lead to 
  division and strife. Michael was almost certain that Micah Perga was one of 
  those   who   did   not   favour   sharing   his   resources.   Nothing   had   ever   been 
  declared openly - that wasn't Micah Perga's way, but neither had there been 
  any commitment from him to do so.
        By this time, the Shuttle had already crossed the old coastline of the 
  southern Ukraine and the neat lines of the Azov polders were below. Canals 
  led off the flood of waters from the Don and discharged them into the deep 
  basin of what was left of the ancient Euxine. The croplands were lush but he 
  knew that the twelvefold harvests they had once produced, were now a thing 
  of   the   past.   The   climate   was   changing   globally.   It   wasn't   only   the   Arctic 
  regions which had become inhospitable, but also - and even more worrying - 
  the deserts were beginning  to reclaim the wheatlands and turn  them once 
  again, into the sandy wastes they had once been before the establishment of 
  the Kingdom.
        The net result was an accelerated decline in harvest yields - but the 
  number of mouths requiring to be fed did not diminish. On the contrary, the 
  rate   of   population   growth   had   increased   dramatically   during   the   previous 
  three years.
        He had crossed out over the edge of the polders on to the deep lake 
  which was the residue of the Black Sea. The coastline of Anatolia lay ahead 
  and the massif of its plateau was a dark smudge on the horizon. It was the 
  last barrier before the Land of the Covenant, the Holy Land of old, the place 
  where   the   final   battle   of   human   history   would   be   fought   and   won   -   and 
  thereafter would come the End and the opening of the books.
        He   shuddered   despite   himself   and   suddenly   wished   that   he   wasn't 
  alone in a Shuttle winging across the deep waters of the ancient sea. A little 
  exuberant, human company would have been better than his dark thoughts. 
  He   smiled   when   he   thought   of   Feodor   -   he   would   have   been   the   ideal 
  companion. He realised how much his opinion of his new ally had changed. 
  Feodor Chernienko had been the sort of man dismissed as a playboy by the  
  bureaucratic   advisors   who   had   surrounded   Asher   and   whom  he   had   now 
  inherited. 
        Even Marcus Steinbecker had formed the opinion that Feodor was a 
  lightweight   who   liked   his   pleasures   and   could   not   be   trusted   to   take   the 
  directives of the Covenant seriously. There was no doubt that Feodor had his 
  idiosyncrasies, but Michael had come to the conclusion that he was a good 
  man to have at his back, when it came to a fight - and it would come to a 
  fight!
          Michael felt his stomach muscles tighten once again and he couldn't 
  get the haunted face of Georgi Malenski out of his mind. Was he Gog? He 
  couldn't give himself an answer with any certainty. He wished he knew, but 
  the visit to the encampment, had not provided conclusive evidence.



        The   shuttle   had   crossed   the   coast   and   was   rising   to   clear   the 
  mountainous plateau of Anatolia. The land of Tubal was directly below and to 
  the left of it, Meshech. Beyond that coastal strip was the land they had called 
  Urartu Ararat and way to his left, the high peak of the mountain of Noah broke 
  the skyline. 
        It had all begun there after the flood. He could almost visualise Japeth 
  and his sons descending into the ravines of the plateau and heading to the 
  west into the land where Gomer settled and raised his sons and they in turn 
  would   have   left   their   tribal   encampment   to   form   their   own   communities. 
  Togarmah heading south towards the ancient Lake Van. Beyond Togarmah 
  lay Assyria  and beyond  that, Babylon, Sumer and Chaldea - but Michael's 
  course didn't lead in that direction. His way led over Aram into Canaan - and 
  Jerusalem.
        The shuttle began to lose height and start the descent to the Salt Sea 
  terminal. He knew his advisors would be clucking their disapproval like old 
  hens.   Since   the   death   of   Marcus   Steinbecker,   there   had   been   a   cloying 
  determination to surround each Administrator with a cordon of protectors, lest 
  another should fall victim to an assassin. Michael's visit to Georgi Malenski 
  had not been announced, he had allowed an impetuous Feodor to sweep him 
  along with his enthusiasm and they had swept aside protocol when they had 
  decided to embark on the risky venture without even a pilot,  let alone the 
  cordon of security personnel the advisors would have insisted upon.
          Michael  grinned, he felt like a schoolboy who had played truant. He 
  was absolutely certain that Asher would never have done such a thing - and 
  when it came down to it, he doubted if there were many other Administrators 
  who would  have  acted  so incautiously - Joshua Aristides  included. He felt 
  rather pleased with himself!
        The Shuttle touched down under computer control  and eased into a 
  parking bay. He took his time to assemble the limited amount of baggage he 
  had taken with him. He squared his shoulders and took a firm grip  on the 
  handle of his holdall and touched the control of the outer door. He marched 
  confidently   into   the   reception   area   and   was   confronted   with   a   phalanx   of 
  sober   faced   men,   who   stared   at   him   anxiously.   His   personal   assistant 
  stepped forward. Michael nodded a greeting.
          "Peace, Simon! Peace - all of you who have so kindly come to meet !"
        It sounded like a challenge.
          "Peace, Michael - We have been waiting for you anxiously."
          "Surely! You were not worried about me?"
        "It is Leah, Michael - she is missing!"
 

 


